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OUTDOOR LEARNING 
Learning outside the classroom  

This week, the weather has given us a taste of spring with the warm 
sunshine. It was lovely to see that our children are starting to spend a 
little longer engaged in activities outside.  

The children in Earth class always have the choice to take their 
learning outside during their ‘choosing time’. They have been out 
nearly everyday this week! I have been especially impressed with the 
construction group. They always surprise me with the original 
‘vehicles’ they build and the ‘places’ they visit during this time.  

 

 

 

 

 

It was also lovely to spend Thursday morning up in our Forest School 
area with KS1. It was a warm, sunny morning and the children hardly 
needed the fire to keep warm. They spent most of the morning 
exploring, building dens and sawing wood. We are looking forward to 
another KS1 Forest School morning next week as well as a day in 
Park Wood with Saturn Class.  

Mrs Stuart  

 

 EARTH CLASS 
STAGE  
New Addition to 
EYFS space 

This week the children in Little 
Stars and Earth Class have been 
enjoying the addition of a theatrical 
stage in their outdoor area.  

The children have been making 
much use of this, with strong 
singing and musical instruments 
being heard coming from this 
space.  

We are looking forward to seeing 
what plays might be acted out by 
the children over the coming 
weeks… 

 
Keeping Hydrated 
The children are always encouraged to drink water throughout the day at 
school. Staff have noticed that some children are bringing fruit juices in water 
bottles. Please be mindful about the high sugar content in many of these 
drinks and remember that as a Healthy School, we recommend that water is 
drunk during the day.  

 

  

Laying Foundations for Life-long Learning! 



 

Plants  
The parts of a plant  
The children in Jupiter have been studying about 
the different parts of a flowering plant and learning 
about the functions of these parts through their 
science topic.  

Last week, they were seen dissecting flowers and 
really looking in detail at what they could see. They 
also created impressive collages which clearly show 
the labeled parts of the flower.  

This colourful work has been displayed in their 
classroom.  

 

 

 

 

 

Looking 
forward 
to… 

The Valentines Games Night 
 

Tuesday 11th February 2020 
 

            3:15pm – 5pm  

 

 

The link to the login page for Times 
Tables Rock Stars has now been added 

to the class pages on our school 
website.  

We hope your children enjoy working 
through the stages.  


